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Do you agree with the proposed vision and goals for the action plan? 
Which goals are you most supportive of? Are there any other goals that 
should be considered?

1.

Pleased there is an action plan but it does need to be real action, not just carbon credit
schemes.

Will the three priority areas - 
(1) information and knowledge
(2) transition and innovation and
(3) adaptation and resilience, help Tasmania achieve its legislated 2030
emissions reduction target, and its vision for action on climate change?
Are there other issues not covered by the three priority areas?

2.

These are very broad statements that could be applied to any program ever. Real
implementation of emissions reductions especially on industrial level is the only thing that will
truly have a positive impact.

Will the key actions under Priority area 1 help support decision making 
for you and your community or organisation? What types of projects 
should be supported under the final action plan?

3.

The organisations and groups I belong to have the information and knowledge. I think a
priority should be the Electricity Tasmania program which is part of Rewiring Australia.
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Will the key actions under Priority area 2 support Tasmania to achieve its 
2030 emissions reduction target and continued emissions reduction 
across Tasmania? What types of projects should be supported under the 
final action plan?

4.

Electrify Tasmania is a project that would be perfect to develop broad domestic and industrial
reduction of emissions.

Will the key actions under Priority area 3 build resilience and support 
adaptation planning across Tasmania? What types of projects should be 
supported under the final action plan?

5.

We need real and significant emissions reductions - not just offsetting emissions via carbon
credits
No new fossil fuel developments, we do t need any with hydro and solar
We must end native forest logging as it is the highest emitting sector in the state
Schemes and subsidies for house holds to switch to solar and electrify heating and cooking
Mass expansion of solar and community batteries.

Are there other ways the government could make its action on climate 
change, and progress towards meeting its targets, more transparent and 
accessible?

6.

Tasmania can be a model for the world with production of clean renewable energy. The
majority of the population supports these concepts, there needs to be some support for
people and businesses for installation of appliances and to buy EVs.

If you have any further questions or feedback please add it here7.

8. Please provide your full name, or the name of your organisation * 

Vivianne Vandenberg

9. Please provide your email address (optional)
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Yes

No

Do you give permission for the Climate Change Office to publish your 
submission? * 

10.


